SPEND LESS TIME
WITH PAPER.

MORE TIME WITH CARS.

Intelligent Dealer Electronic Archiving System

What if you didn’t
have the expense of
printing, scanning and
shredding documents?

WHAT
IF

What if you could
provide real-time service
updates to a customer
without ever putting
them on hold?
What if you could
minimize or avoid
chargebacks
associated with missing
audit information?
What if you could
service a vehicle without
generating a large
volume of paper?
What if you could
increase service
revenue by increasing
bay turns?

Canon’s IDEAS with SAFE™ technology
can transform “What if” into reality.

Introducing Canon’s Intelligent Dealer Electronic
Archiving System (IDEAS) with Scanless Automatic
Filing Engine (SAFE™) technology. SAFE is Canon’s
unprecedented new imaging technology which
automatically captures documents from multiple
sources and transforms them into valuable digital assets
in real time.

TECHNICIAN PRODUCTIVITY

What if you could
service a vehicle
without generating a
large volume of paper?

Canon’s IDEAS with SAFE technology enables service
technicians to output the often numerous OEM
required documents for each Repair Order (RO) digitally,
avoiding the time required for printing, attaching them
to the RO and walking the entire document set to a
Service Advisor.
A study completed by an independent automotive
consulting firm showed that eliminating the need for
technicians to process paper can save five to 10 minutes
per repair. This can represent a significant increase in
bay turns per day, resulting in an increase in service
revenue over time.
IDEAS automatically captures documents from the
following sources:
• Diagnostic System
• Manufacturer Communications Network
• Key Readers
• DMS
• Service Drive Tablets

Our techs can now focus
on diagnostics and
repairing cars, not handling
paperwork, and vehicle turn
is now 10 minutes faster. By
condensing the repair time
per vehicle, we are able to
get another customer in
more quickly, and in most
cases out the same day.

Every dealer’s business process is unique and the
flexibility of IDEAS affords customization to fit every
type of document workflow.
Chris Previtire,
Service Director for Center BMW

MITIGATING AUDIT RISK
The IDEAS SAFE technology ensures that not only are
documents captured and delivered directly to the archive
server automatically, but prior to delivery, they are
indexed and validated against the RO ensuring complete
document sets. This workflow also provides more efficient
search and retrieval of warranty documentation for claims
processing and audits.
SAFE helps to ensure records are complete and accurate.
All warranty and RO documentation is automatically
validated to ensure all of the information required by an
OEM is present before a repair order is committed to the
archive. With IDEAS, documents required for a multiVIN audit can be retrieved in minutes, not hours or days.

IDEAS provides dealers with the following benefits when
mitigating audit risk:
• Reduces human error from faulty document
scanning and misfiled paper.
• IDEAS Audit Prep feature enables assembly
of requested RO document sets immediately.
• Complete warranty claim documentation
helps to reduce and can even eliminate
expensive chargebacks.

Having IDEAS is the difference between me paying my OEM and my
OEM paying me! Because documents are captured electronically
from the source and validated before an RO is closed, the integrity
of the archive is reliable due to the vast reduction of human error.
John Mantione,
Vice President and General Manager for Fields Auto Group

COST REDUCTION
A dollar is a dollar whether you increase your
revenue or cut your expenses, and IDEAS can do
both in several areas of your business. IDEAS is a
business process improver and can help you minimize
the cost of doing business.

PRINTING
Let’s face it, when you consider the amount of ink
and paper you use and the cost of maintenance
and support for your devices, printing is expensive.
Transitioning your document workflow to an
electronic format can save organizations of all types
a significant amount of money per year. In addition
to cost, minimizing your dealership’s frequency of
printing has many benefits.
• Waste reduction.
• Ensuring customer and dealership-sensitive
information remains secure.
• Environmental benefits including
saving trees, a lower carbon footprint,
reduction of waste water in the paper
manufacturing process, etc.

LABOR

THIRD PARTY SERVICE PROVIDERS

A study by the Association of Information and Imaging
Management (AIIM) found that companies spend $20 in labor
to file a document, $120 in labor to find a misfiled document,
and $220 in labor to reproduce a lost document.

Since IDEAS facilitates a paperless document
workflow, the cost of document destruction can
be reduced, if not eliminated. Contrary to the print
and scan method of digitization, there is no longer
the usual volume of paper to shred. You can save
the money spent on paying service providers to
eliminate your paper.

Transitioning to a paperless business process can produce a
very impressive ROI. Where IDEAS is unique is its SAFE
technology, which eliminates the need to print and scan
documents in order to digitize and archive them. The print
and scan method that many dealers utilize today requires
skilled scanner operators to ensure accurate and reliable
document imaging. IDEAS can elminate the need for highly
paid, dedicated scanner operators.
Overall, IDEAS reduces labor costs in several ways
by reducing time spent:
• Managing paper instead of repairing vehicles.
• Filing and retrieving paper documents
from file rooms.
• Searching for misplaced documents.
• Collecting required documents for a warranty audit.

Since installing
IDEAS, we have
reduced our
printing cost by as
much as 70%.
Jason Corey,
Business Operations Manager for Center BMW

INFORMATION SECURITY AND COMPLIANCE

DOCUMENT STORAGE

INFORMATION SECURITY

COMPLIANCE

Because IDEAS is fully electronic, information travels
securely throughout your organization. User access
to IDEAS is managed by Active Directory, enabling
administrators to delegate permissions to various users and
limiting or enhancing what data they are allowed to access.

External

The ramifications of continuously storing documents can
affect your bottom line in critical ways.

Because IDEAS can keep paper files from physically
traveling around your location and potentially being left
unattended, your customers’ information is more secure
and dealership liability from identity theft can be reduced.

IDEAS has had a positive impact
on our customers’ experience
in the dealership and has
provided a quality assurance
benefit that we did not expect.

By nature of the SAFE technology, you can rely
on the integrity of your document archive to assist
with manufacturer and government documentation
requirements. In the event of litigation, it can help
produce specific documents in a timely fashion.
Internal
IDEAS can help management monitor employee
compliance with company policies and protocols and
ensure that all service activity is documented and
accounted for. In regards to dealer and auto group
corporate leadership, IDEAS can help improve their
confidence that their dealer operations are compliant
with corporate, OEM and government regulations.

DeWayne Barker,
Manager of IT for Schomp Automotive

1. It is easy to quickly fill internal space to store
documents. Most dealers rely on off-site
providers to store their documents and that
can be expensive. In the event that documents
stored off-site are required for a manufacturer
or warranty audit, fees for document retrieval
can mount. With IDEAS, all documents are
available immediately and on demand.
2. With IDEAS, you can convert space once
dedicated to file storage into revenue generating
activities such as showroom or service bay
expansion, or retail space for selling aftermarket
products and OEM accessories.

ARCHIVING SALES
TRANSACTIONS
IDEAS offers Sales and F&I (Finance & Insurance)
departments the ability to archive deal jackets, which
can help to improve the efficiency and reduce the costs
associated with storing and retrieving physical documents.
The IDEAS deal jacket process also provides features to
help ensure accurate and complete document sets.

CUSTOMER SERVICE
Improving and sustaining a positive customer experience
at your dealership is critical to customer retention and
loyalty. With IDEAS, because your service process is more
efficient, the chances of getting a vehicle in and out on the
same day are improved, avoiding the need for loaner cars
and frustrated customers.

REAL-TIME SERVICE INTELLIGENCE
QUALITY ASSURANCE
Similar to the way IDEAS indexes and validates warranty
related information against a repair order, the deal jacket
process is linked to a stock change report containing the
“deals.” In the event of an incomplete document set in
the deal jacket, an alert is routed to the IDEAS Validator
for correction and the administrator is notified of the
discrepancy.

IDEAS gives service advisors line of sight into service
activity on demand. If a customer calls in to find out the
status of their vehicle repair, an advisor need only refer to
the Service Advisors screen of IDEAS and can respond to
the customer inquiry right away.
Happy customers mean improved Customer Service Index
(CSI) ratings, and that is money in your pocket.

Most current service
order processes generate
an excessive volume of
paper. At each step, from
the service write-up all
the way through to the
warranty processing and
accounting stage, the end
result is a small mountain
of documents that must
either be scanned into an
archive, or manually filed
away into cabinets and
boxes. This is not only
unproductive, but it is
also costly from a labor
perspective.

Audit
Potential Lost Revenue
Lost Productivity &
Service Revenue Loss

Document
Sources

1
New Third Party Service Cost

High Security Risk

OR

Additional Labor Cost

Excessive Print Costs

High Security Risk

CURRENT WORKFLOW (LABOR INTENSIVE)

Now look at the IDEAS
workflow. The IDEAS SAFE
technology ensures that not
only are documents captured
and delivered directly to the
archive server automatically,
but prior to delivery, they are
indexed and validated against
the RO ensuring complete
document sets. This workflow
also provides more efficient
search and retrieval of
warranty documentation for
claims processing and audits.

Audit
Potential Profit Increase
Increased Productivity &
Potential Revenue Gain

Document
Sources

Reduced or Elimination
of the Cost for Third Party
Shredding Services

Intelligent Dealer Electronic Archiving System

Potential Profit Increase

Reduced Print Costs

Reduced Labor Costs

IDEAS WORKFLOW

For more information about how
Canon Solutions America
can help your business
please call us at 1-877-720-7380,
or visit paperlessIDEAS.net.
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